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Summary

‣ Phil asked me to provide one slide of what I would like to see from networking that we do not have today.  

‣ For the most part, I don’t worry about any networking - it works reliably. 

‣ When it doesn’t work, it’s usually a catastrophe & lots of attention & effort go into getting it fixed rapidly

‣ My biggest worry is that we can’t afford the ideas people are proposing.  10GE is still expensive to deploy today

‣ I decided to concentrate on network operational items 

‣ All are achievable with 3-6 months of effort for each item 

‣ None of the items really involves any research, just effort.

‣ (1) Expose network switch information & offsite WAN testing results to CMS monitoring to CMS for integrated view

‣ (2) Build weathermap plots for major CMS components such as tape, dCache, BlueArc, interactive nodes, workers, etc

‣ (3) Combine network information with dCache/xrootd code to improve overall robustness & performance 
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Monitoring
‣ CMS has 2 Nexus 7000,~10 6509s & recently several 4948Es.   

‣ The networking team provides a lot of details on each port - mrtg graphs of rates,  error counters, etc.   

‣ We have alarms in place to find large-scale problems.  For example we know when we’ve lost connectivity to 
entire rack of workers.  Once alarmed, it is straightforward to determine if it is a network problem or a power 
problem by looking at this detailed network information.

‣ However, we are mostly blind to single port issues, excessive error counts, low IO rates.  There are some tests for 
these items on the nodes themselves, but we do not have any tests on the switch information itself.

‣ There have been plenty of cases, most of them intermittent, where network connectivity between pairs of nodes is 
lost.  This is very hard to debug without a ready-to-deploy network test.  When the node is a critical node, this 
connectivity loss is very serious.   Most of the problems have been traced to duplicate IPs, misconfigurations, duplex 
issues, & bad patch cords.

‣ As the data model evolves, experiments need to be more mindful of network issues and have their data transfer 
software react appropriately

‣ We need to expose networking monitoring & switch information to the CMS monitoring framework

‣ We need a proactive, quick & rolling check of every pair-wise connection in CMS subnet, 

‣ skipping those ports that are already clearly working

‣ “force” mode to check specific problematic connections, or everything we own

‣ Individual port information need to be continuously monitored & a summary of values outside nominal ranges need 
to reported (and investigated) when found.  This includes error counters & IO rates, and especially bonded IO rates.

‣ Statistics like the top 10 dcache pool “talkers” would help us balance files on the pools to smooth out traffic

‣ Test failures of external WAN environments should be monitored under the CMS monitoring framework as well, 
especially if we are going to a more network-centric data model.  Right now I count on emails to find this out.
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‣ For example - here is offsite LPCOPN monitoring showing some issues between FNAL & our LHC peers

‣ (also note that the worldwide network doesn’t look perfect as one naively imagines)
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To FNAL

From FNAL

Do I need to worry about these items in the new data model?
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Experiment Component IO Rate
‣ We have measures of IO rates by our applications.   For example, we know dCache rates and daily tape rates

‣ It would be nice to have this information supplied from the network for each major component in CMS - such as 
dCache, tape, BlueArc, etc.

‣ Besides the source component (dCache, tape), rates to destination components should be also tracked.  For example, a 
plot of dCache rates to workers versus interactive nodes would be very useful

‣ A weather map grouped by experimental component rather than network component is needed. 

‣ You need to expose which portion of the traffic was standard flows & which were QOS flows.
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‣ Efforts like this CMS weather map are a fantastic start, and it would be great if they could be expanded further as 
suggested on the previous slide
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Use network info in data model

‣ U.S. CMS uses a federated model of data storage, with data currently being delivered by dCache and xrootd.     This 
was a deliberate choice & it provides operational robustness & required performance at acceptable costs.

‣ This federated solution is not without its problems.  We have O(200) storage arrays deployed.  When user requests are 
uniformly spread across all units, the federated dCache/xrootd applications work well.  When requests are clumped to 
a few storage arrays, dCache/xrootd both suffer from resource exhaustion which causes many problems, such as very 
poor IO performance & re-fetching files from tape when the files are already on disk, etc.

‣
‣ Attempts have been made over many years to fix this in the dCache software, such as counting number of transfers, 

manipulating cost functions, and dynamically balancing files on each pool.   Each attempt has had moderate but 
incomplete success.

‣ The goal should not be to set artificial limits that prevent the problem from happening - the goal should be to use the 
full capabilities of the hardware the experiments purchased.  The real problem is there isn’t any throttling that evaluates 
and predicts network performance before assigning transfers to a pool.  Detailed immediate past IO rate trends from 
the network switch should become part of the information evaluated in assigning transfers to data movers.

‣ This has to be abstract enough to work in many environments, not just cisco specific ones.  The code should 
accept a generic network info stream, capable of being generated for any vendor.   It can be null since it is only 
one part of the mover assignment process

‣ The Castor model deploys a back-end network, separate from the user network, to move data between pools.  This 
should be looked at as well.   P2P copies require lots of network bandwidth & affect users dramatically.
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